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An innovative account of the theory and practice of liberal multiculturalism, Multiculturalism and the Foundations of
Meaningful Life will interest students, scholars, activists and policy makers working in areas of political theory,
multiculturalism, indigenous peoples, and ethnic and religious minorities.

Gorski edited and updated on April 14, Since its earliest conceptualizations in the s, multicultural education
has evolved both in theory and in practice. It is rare that any two classroom teachers or education scholars will
share the same definition for multicultural education. As with any dialogue on education, individuals tend to
mold concepts to fit their particular contexts and disciplines. Some discuss multicultural education as a shift in
curriculum, perhaps as simple as adding new and diverse materials and perspectives to be more inclusive of
traditionally underrepresented groups. Others talk about classroom climate issues or teaching styles. Still
others focus on institutional and systemic issues such as tracking, standardized testing, or funding
discrepancies. Some go farther still, insisting on education change as part of a larger societal transformation in
which we more closely explore and criticize the oppressive foundations of the world around us and how
education serves to maintain the status quo -- foundations such as white supremacy, global socioeconomic
conditions, and exploitation. Despite differing conceptualizations of multicultural education some of which
will be laid out more fully below , several shared ideals provide a basis for its understanding. While some
focus on individual students or teachers, and others are much more "macro" in scope, these ideals are all, at
their roots, about transformation: Every student must have an equal opportunity to achieve to her or his full
potential. Every student must be prepared to competently participate in an increasingly intercultural society.
Teachers must be prepared to effectively facilitate learning for every individual student, no matter how
culturally similar or different from her- or himself. Schools must be active participants in ending oppression of
all types, first by ending oppression within their own walls, then by producing socially and critically active
and aware students. Education must become more fully student-centered and inclusive of the voices and
experiences of the students. Educators, activists, and others must take a more active role in reexamining all
educational practices and how they affect the learning of all students: While it is important to develop a deeper
understanding of the various models of multicultural education and where these points fit into them, I feel it is
equally important that I, as the site author, equip the user with my own working definition. A Working
Definition of Multicultural Education Multicultural education is a progressive approach for transforming
education that holistically critiques and responds to discriminatory policies and practices in education. It is
grounded in ideals of social justice, education equity, critical pedagogy, and a dedication to providing
educational experiences in which all students reach their full potentials as learners and as socially aware and
active beings, locally, nationally, and globally. Multicultural education acknowledges that schools are
essential to laying the foundation for the transformation of society and the elimination of injustice. The
underlying goal of multicultural education is to affect social change. The pathway toward this goal
incorporates three strands of transformation: The Transformation of Self As an educator, I have a dual
responsibility to engage in a critical and continual process to examine how my socializations and biases
inform my teaching and thus affect the educational experiences of my students. I have a responsibility to
myself to examine the lenses through which I understand the people and happenings around me. Only when I
have a sense for how my own perceptions are developed in relation to my life experiences will I begin to
understand the world and effectively navigate my relationships with the people around me. I also have a
responsibility to my students to work toward eliminating my prejudices, examining who is and is not being
reached by my teaching, and relearning how my identity affects their learning experiences. To be an effective
multicultural educator I must be in a constant process of self-examination and transformation. The
Transformation of Schools and Schooling Multicultural education calls for a critical examination of all aspects
of schooling. Aspects of multicultural school transformation include the following: Student-Centered
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Pedagogy The experiences of students must be brought to the fore in the classroom, making learning active,
interactive, relevant, and engaging. Traditional teaching approaches and pedagogical models must be
deconstructed to examine how they contribute to and support institutional systems of oppression. Known
oppressive practices like tracking even if informal must be exposed and critically examined. All aspects of
teaching and learning in schools must be refocused on, and rededicated to, the students themselves instead of
standardized test scores and school rankings. Emphasis should be placed on critical thinking, learning skills,
and deep social awareness as well as facts and figures. Pedagogy must provide all students with the
opportunity to reach their potential as learners. Multicultural Curriculum All curricula must be analyzed for
accuracy and completeness. All subjects must be presented from diverse perspectives -- this is related to
accuracy and completeness. Concepts such as "the canon" and "classic literature" must be interrogated, again
with the idea of accuracy and completeness, to debunk perceptions such as that the only "great literature"
came from the U. Inclusive Educational Media and Materials Educational materials should be inclusive of
diverse voices and perspectives. Students must be encouraged to think critically about materials and media:
Whose voices are they hearing? Whose voices are they not hearing? Why did that company produce that film?
What is the bias this author may bring to her or his writing? Supportive School and Classroom Climate
Teachers must be better prepared to foster a positive classroom climate for all students. Overall school cultures
must be examined closely to determine how they might be cycling and supporting oppressive societal
conditions. Administrative hierarchies in schools must be examined to assess whether they produce positive
teaching environments for all teachers. Continual Evaluation and Assessment Educators and education
researchers must continue to examine the emphasis on standardized test scores and develop more just
alternatives for measuring student "achievement," "ability," or "potential. The Transformation of Society
Ultimately, the goal of multicultural education is to contribute to the transformation of society and to the
application and maintenance of social justice and equity. This stands to reason, as the transformation of
schools necessarily transforms a society that puts so much stock in educational attainment, degrees, and test
scores. In fact, it is particularly this competitive, market-centric hegemony underlying the dominant mentality
of the United States and increasingly, with the "help" of the United States, the world that multicultural
education aims to challenge, shake, expose, and critique. This is precisely the reason that it is not enough to
continue working within an ailing, oppressive, and outdated system to make changes, when the problems in
education are themselves symptoms of a system that continues to be controlled by the economic elite. One
does not need to study education too closely to recognize that schools consistently provide continuing
privilege to the privileged and continuing struggle for the struggling with very little hope of upward mobility.
Only the terminology has changed -- and the practices are not quite as overt. Educators, educational theorists,
researchers, activists, and everyone else must continue to practice and apply multicultural teaching and
learning principles both inside and out of the classroom. We must not allow the knowledge that the vast
majority of schools are well-intentioned lead us to assume that our schools are immune to the oppression and
inequity of society. We must ask the unaskable questions. We must explore and deconstruct structures of
power and privilege that maintain the status quo. In a sense, multicultural education uses the transformation of
self and school as a metaphor and point of departure for the transformation of society. Ultimately, social
justice and equity in schools can, and should, mean social justice and equity in society. Only then will the
purpose of multicultural education be fully achieved.
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Multiculturalism and the foundations of meaningful life: reconciling autonomy, identity, and community / Andrew M.
Robinson. Includes bibliographical references and index.

In particular, the research has examined much of the work that forms the foundation of multicultural
education. Though the area primarily arose from the civil rights movement in the United States, Britain,
Australia, and other nations throughout the world, the push for equality in society and schools became a more
powerful force after World War II when discussions of race relations developed. The field is vast and includes
characteristics of children, youth, and adults such as race, ethnicity, culture, class, gender, disabilities,
language, exceptionalities, sexual orientation, and religion. The resources that are cited include foundational
and conceptual research and contemporary analyses. There has been controversy about the use of the terms
multiculturalism and multicultural education. Some scholars believe that the expressions are dated and should
be replaced. This is viewed as being more inclusive and general in nature; thus, terms have changed over time.
For the purpose of this bibliography, we present resources that are about multiculturalism within the contexts
of student identity development, cognition, linguistic development, the learning process, teaching methods,
and educational policies. This will include references that discuss the maturation of children and students,
descriptions of theoretical frameworks, examination of conceptual models, and presentation of culturally
relevant content. Since multicultural education is the major avenue for the inclusion of cultural and linguistic
diversity in schools, we begin with the major textbooks in the field. Textbooks on Multicultural Education
There are a variety of textbooks on multicultural education which have been published since the s. As the
discipline evolved, other work such as Bennett developed a strong orientation toward curriculum development
and instructional delivery. Later Nieto contributed the inclusion of critical theory into the philosophical core of
multicultural education. Presently, there is a greater focus on the need to identify theories that form the
philosophical and educational psychology foundation of the field, which can be found in Pang The references
in this section present different viewpoints about how the field should influence and shape schooling.
McLaren is unique in that it describes examples of what the author experienced as a teacher about how
inequalities are readily reproduced in schools. The author of Warner describes her work with indigenous
Maori students, which was an early narrative of how multiculturalism could be integrated into schooling. Gay
, by one of the founders of the field of multicultural education, expands on the principles she believes are at
the core of the disciplines. The authors in multicultural education have different orientations from a
progressive stand to one embracing critical theory. An Introduction to Multicultural Education. Allyn and
Bacon, The author explores the concepts, principles, theories, and practices of multicultural education in such
key areas as the goals and misconceptions of multicultural education, citizenship education and diversity in a
global age, curriculum transformation, curriculum reform, and school reform and intergroup education.
Teaching Strategies for Ethnic Studies. It was based on the importance of teaching educators the history of
underrepresented groups in the United States. Comprehensive Multicultural Education Theory and Practice.
Four areas of focus are curriculum reform, equity pedagogy, multicultural competence, and teaching toward
social justice. Strategies about how to eliminate prejudice and lessons on equity are included. Theory,
Research and Practice. The text provides important theory, research, and practice along with case studies and
other examples of how teachers can implement education that is meaningful to students. McLaren challenges
educators to resist imperialistic pedagogy, which creates an unfair society. The author believes critical
pedagogy should be adopted as the foundation for transformative education and describes his own experiences
as a classroom teacher. The Sociopolitical Context of Multicultural Education. This text is based upon critical
theory and the work of Paulo Freire, which calls for education that is based on the values of social justice and
equality. Discrimination and power inequities are the two major themes throughout the text. Diversity and
Equity in the Classroom. The framework is comprised of the ethic of care as developed by Noddings, the
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sociocultural theory of learning established by Vygotsky, and education for democracy cultivated by Dewey.
This framework has an educational psychological foundation and includes a section on culturally relevant
teaching. She believed in her students and her teaching methodology arose from the interests and knowledge
of her students. She used what would be now called an experiential learning and culturally relevant education.
She built the curriculum on the culture of her children. Users without a subscription are not able to see the full
content on this page. Please subscribe or login. How to Subscribe Oxford Bibliographies Online is available
by subscription and perpetual access to institutions. For more information or to contact an Oxford Sales
Representative click here.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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Community.. [Robinson, Andrew.].

He turns them round and round upon the wheel of Maya. Take refuge utterly in Him. By his grace you will
find supreme peace, and the state which is beyond all change. Yet it is a known fact that war and violence
have often been undertaken historically, as well as at present, in the name of religion as is discussed further
below. Yet religions profess to want peace. And how have religions historically helped to promote peace, and
how might they help create a more peaceful world in the 21st century? These are a few of the questions that
this paper will attempt to explore. Traditionally many people focus on how wars and conflicts are seemingly
undertaken for religious reasons, or at least undertaken in the name of religion. Indeed, it is not difficult to find
data and statistics in support of this hypothesis. Quincy Wright, in his monumental study, A Study of War ,
documents numerous wars and armed conflicts that involve a direct or indirect religious component, Wright,
as does Lewis Richardson in his statistical treatise, Statistics of Deadly Quarrels. Richardson, As the Cold War
has ended and inter-ethnic conflicts have re-emerged in many parts of the world, it has indeed been a popular
thesis of different writers to argue that these inter-ethnic conflicts often have a religious component. A few
examples of such recent writing include: Ethnicity in International Politics; and R. The paper will have four
parts: In considering the external aspects of religion, principles from the field of intercultural communication
are used to explore the creation of tolerance, understanding and valuing of diversity concerning different
aspects of socially learned behavior or culture, including religion. Fundamentalism or religious extremism or
fanaticism--when religions claim their version of religion is the only one--are seen as an extreme form of the
socially-learned aspect of religion and one not conducive to creating world peace. Here, three different topical
areas are explored: The conceptual shift involved in moving from peace as absence of war through peace as
absence of large scale physical and structural violence negative and positive peace respectively to more
holistic definitions of peace that apply across all levels and include both an inner and an outer dimension,
represents a substantial broadening of the peace concept in Western peace research. Part III then uses the
above evolution in the concept of peace as a framework to explore different dimensions of "a culture of
peace," as well as different dimensions of "nonviolence. An Agenda for Future Peace Research--Based on the
Need to Focus on Both Inner and Outer Aspects of Peace Part IV argues that Western peace research has
focused almost entirely on outer peace, but that in future it needs to deal with both inner and outer aspects of
peace in a more balanced way. In order to do this, it is suggested that peace research elaborate on the different
dimensions and levels of inner peace, just as it has done for outer peace, and that it expand its methodology to
include other ways of knowing besides social scientific methods only. Finally, peace research needs to redress
the inbalance between negative and positive images of peace by exploring not only what it wants to eliminate,
for example war and starvation, but also what it wants to create in a positive sense. Please note that this paper
is an ongoing project that will become a book. At present, some sections of the paper are developed more than
others, but the basic framework is here. Please contact the writers in the future for later elaborations of this
writing. We offer this version of the paper with humility, aware that further revisions and elaborations are
necessary. First, there is religion as socially-learned behavior, i. At the other extreme are mystical traditions
which are based on direct inner spiritual experiences. Given these considerations, it is possible to look at any
religion as having a potential spectrum of different forms within it, each discussed separately in the paper, as
follows: Spectrum of Potential Perspectives Within Any Religion It is interesting that mystics of all religions
can usually communicate with each other and appreciate the spiritual or God force operating within each
other--no matter what religious tradition the other mystics come from. Organized religion is often tolerant of
different religious traditions, as seen in ecumenical movements around the world, but there can be
misunderstanding between religions based on differing beliefs and practices. These misunderstandings can be
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lessened by educational programs focusing on the appreciation and understanding of cultural and religious
diversity. But fundamentalism often stresses how one particular interpretation--of religion, scripture, and
religious practices--is right and other interpretations are wrong. This difficulty of fundamentalists, from any
religion, in dealing with diversity in a tolerant manner presents a major problem for peaceful relations and
understanding between religions and cultures and hinders the creation of a global culture of peace. In this way,
religion is shared by a group of people, learned and passed down from one generation to the next, and is
clearly reflected in both religious organizations and beliefs. The agents or institutions of socialization include
language, a factor individuals are often least conscious of , politics, economics, religion, education, family,
and media. While Anthropologists have often studied one culture, including its institutions, in depth, others
have undertaken cross-cultural, comparative studies. While cross-cultural studies deal with comparing some
aspect of life, such as religious institutions and beliefs, from one culture to another, intercultural
communication deals with the dynamic interaction patterns that emerge when peoples from two or more
different cultures, including religions, come together to interact, communicate, and dialogue or negotiate with
each other. There are general principles of intercultural communication. There are also studies of particular
cultures interacting, based on a belief that when persons from any two specific different cultures come
together to interact with each other, that they will create their own dynamic interaction process, based on the
underlying values of both groups, just as any two individuals will also create their own dynamic interaction
process. A significant problem with organized religion and belief, as this relates to peace and conflict, is
individuals and groups often confuse the map their socially-learned version of reality or culture or religion
with the territory or ultimate reality , as elaborated below. Thus people believe that their personal or subjective
version of reality or religion is valid, while other views are invalid. Instead it can be argued that the many
maps are different, but possibly equally valid interpretations and attempts to understand the same underlying
reality or territory. The term "fundamentalism" had its origins in "a late 19th and early 20th century
transdenominational Protestant movement that opposed the accommodation of Christian doctrine to modern
scientific theory and philosophy. With some differences among themselves, Christian fundamentalists insist
on belief in the inerrancy of the Bible, the virgin birth and divinity of Jesus Christ, the vicarious and atoning
character of his death, his bodily resurrection, and his second coming as the irreducible minimum of authentic
Christianity. For example, radical Islamic groups, such as Islamic Jihad, are seen as examples of Islamic
fundamentalism, although a different term is preferred. In the Islamic tradition the word fundamentalism,
when translated into Arabic, has a completely different and positive meaning. In Arab countries the
appropriate word for describing literal religious fanaticism is "extremism. Because fundamentalists in any
religion turn the beliefs of their religion into dogma, and also tend to interpret the scriptures of their religion in
a literal way only, thus missing the many subtle levels of meaning as well as analogies with teachings from
other world religions, they can end up stressing primarily how they are different from other world religions,
and even from different interpretations within their own religion, rather than stressing any commonalities they
might share with other world religions. This more limited interpretation of their scripture can then lead to
dogmatic views that their interpretation of religion, and reality, is correct and everyone else is wrong. Of the
many possible explanations for this phenomena, two hypotheses will be explored here. The most obvious
hypothesis would argue that people are overwhelmed by the increasing pace of change today, and are
desperately seeking something that they can believe in as a mooring to help them through all this change in the
outer world which is uprooting their lives and creating great insecurities in their lives. In the case of
fundamentalism, this can involve returning to some over-idealized vision of their religious roots, which may
never have existed in the idealized form that they remember, and trying to literally enforce that interpretation
of reality on all the members of their group. In such situations, people may need time to try to go back to a
stringently defined earlier way of life and see if they can make it work, and only when they see that the world
has changed too much to return to the past will they then be ready to move forward into the future. This
hypothesis is consistent with the view that any religious or spiritual tradition needs to be constantly adapted to
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the world in which it finds itself--if it wishes to remain a living, breathing, spiritual force that people
experience in their lives, rather than become an outdated institution based on dogma or rules. A second related
hypothesis, to explain the rise of fundamentalism in the world today, relates to the dual trend towards both
globalism, as well as localism. The globalization process of the last 50 years has led to a dramatic increase in
global governance structures, including an expansion of the multi- faceted United Nations UN system, an
increase in scope of regional economic and political organizations, such as the European Community EC and
the North American Free Trade Area NAFTA , and the continuing proliferation and development of
International Governmental Organizations IGOs. The growth in IGOs and the increase in size and scope of
United Nations activities, such as the expanded scope of United Nations Peace Keeping operations, has had a
major impact on international relations. A similar expansion of activities can be seen in the work of various
international scientific, educational and cultural organizations, as indexed by the continued growth in
International Non Governmental Organizations INGOs. Millions of individuals are routinely engaged in the
work of INGOs, whose activities span the whole range of human experience, including agriculture, art,
communications, economics, education, environment, health, music, politics, religion, sport and
transportation. Additionally, the world has witnessed the growth of an increasingly integrated global economy,
as manifested in interdependent national economies and the evolution of multinational corporations MNCs
and transnational corporations TNCs operating in just about every country worldwide. An apparently
contradictory worldwide trend towards local identity and ethnicity has also emerged as a major factor shaping
events in the world today. In the wake of the end of the old East-West Cold War confrontation, we are
witnessing a worldwide increase in local ethnic conflict, sometimes nonviolent but too often violent and very
bloody, and often involving a religious dimension. These "local conflicts" are often proving to be intense and
intractable, embedded in centuries of mistrust and hatred, and too often crystallized around and sanctioned,
implicitly or explicitly, by particular religious institutions. This localization process is every bit as profound as
the overarching trend towards globalization, and in fact it is perhaps best conceived as neither in opposition to,
nor separate from, that process. Globalization and localization are so interconnected and interdependent that
localization is best conceptualized as an essential complement of the globalization process. This view suggests
that the integration of the big system, the creation of a new world order, requires a sense of meaning at the
local level, requires human beings to experience coherence and balance within the local socio-cultural context.
The rise of fundamentalism, it can be argued, is associated with this interdependence of the globalization and
localization processes and the resulting pressures to achieve coherence at the local level in the face of the vast
scope of the global supersystems. Multicultural interpretations of the globalization - localization
interdependency argue, as a consequence, that religion should not be the same in all societies, that it will and
must have personal, local and global dimensions that manifest themselves in a rich variety of cultural forms
and expressions. This paper will subsequently further argue that the diversity of organized world religions--if
also recognizing a deeper spiritual unity that connects this outer diversity--is a necessary requirement for the
creation of a new culture of peace in the 21st century. Individuals each carry around some different version of
"reality" or culture in their heads, based on socialization or learning by the different agents or institutions of
socialization in their culture, including religion, and based on different individual and collective life
experiences. This worldview provides a sense of values and meaning about life. Unfortunately, perceptions
based on evidence from one or more of the five senses are often distorted. Individuals also selectively perceive
ideas and information, often accepting information which fits with their preconceived worldview and blocking
out information which challenges that worldview--a worldview that they have spent a whole life time putting
together. It is often the case that in everyday interactions individuals, even from the same culture, can
misperceive each other. When they come from totally different cultures, including different religious traditions
and belief systems, the danger is even greater. It is thus a basic tenet of intercultural communication that "The
message sent is often not the message received" It is understandable that individuals tend to expect others to
behave the way they would in a given situation or say what they would say in that same situation. A final step
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in this model involves a move to evaluation or judgment of that behavior, as good or bad, in turn often based
on an incorrect interpretation. This description, interpretation, and evaluation sequence of events, which
individuals do quite often without even realizing they are doing it, is often called DIE for short. In terms of
conflict resolution, it can be argued that if an individual is not conscious of their own cultural or religious
socialization or programming--which influences people to a much greater extent than most individuals realize,
then their behavior will in many ways be preconditioned, and on automatic pilot: If an individual begins to
become conscious of their own cultural or religious programming, often by exposing themselves to other
cultures or religions, then they can for the first time come back to their own original culture or religion and
begin to see it for the first time, since they now have some basis with which to compare it. Such an individual
can begin to act consciously in the world and start to appreciate the rich diversity of the human experience,
including the many different outward forms, rituals, and beliefs that have emerged in different religions as
human beings have sought different paths for bringing a spiritual force into their lives. Becoming conscious of
being socialized into different religions and cultures, coupled with an awareness that individuals as a
consequence carry around different versions or maps of "reality" in their heads, can contribute to becoming
more tolerant of the different maps or versions of reality that others also carry around in their heads, while also
recognizing that something much more basic and essential underlies all the apparent outer diversity. In looking
at diversity, it should also be noted that it is a basic principle of systems theory that the more complex a
system is, the more diversity there needs to be within the system for it to maintain itself. The discussion of
globalization and localization in the first part of this paper suggests the evolution of a more complex global
system with increasing diversity within it. It is a thesis of this paper that such diversity is ultimately a strength,
not a weakness, but only if it is consciously dealt with. Otherwise, we will expect people from different
cultures to think and behave the way we do, and when they do not, we will tend to misinterpret and then judge
their beliefs or behavior negatively the Description, Interpretation, Evaluation problem discussed above , thus
creating misunderstanding and conflict between peoples. Nonetheless, cultural diversity in the global system,
like ecological diversity within an ecosystem, is ultimately an asset, if it is valued and contributes to openness
to learn from other groups and cultures. Another thesis of this paper is that every culture, just as every religion
or species , has something important to contribute to the world, and no culture has all the answers. Thus every
culture has both strengths as well as weaknesses. There are thus important things that we can each learn from
each other--if we are open and humble enough to do so. The Inner, Mystical Path to Spirituality: Many Paths
to God "There are many paths to God. Does this path have a heart? Via such an inner experience of
enlightenment, God, oneness or spirit, one has an inner "knowing" that cannot be adequately described in
words indeed, "the Tao that can be named is not the Tao". This experience totally transcends the world of
outer beliefs--which we learn from our social and religious institutions. It is interesting that almost every one
of the great religions of the world originated with someone who had such a direct, inner revelatiory or
enlightenment experience. Jesus who became the Christ, Buddha, Moses, Zoroaster, and various other evolved
beings are obvious examples. After achieving enlightenment, such persons who usually did not themselves
intend to start a new religion have always returned to society to minister, teach, and share their spiritual
experiences and enlightenment as best they could with others.
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You can leave the comment about book "Multiculturalism and the foundations of meaningful life: reconciling autonomy,
identity, and community Andrew M. Robinson." below: This web site works in test mode and does't contain any kind of
content of books or books itself.

Executive summary Multiculturalism has been a contested policy and concept since its introduction in
Australia in the s. While maintaining some core principles, in the three decades since its introduction, federal
multicultural policy statements have evolved in response to changing government priorities and responses to
the challenges facing Australian society. Today all Australian States and Territories have active policies and
programs dealing with multiculturalism. In the past ten years, at the national level multiculturalism has been
subjected to criticism in public and political debate, with some expressions of support for earlier policies of
assimilation and integration. Australian public and political debate about multiculturalism in the last decade
has been significantly impacted upon by issues that have had international resonance. Chief among these has
been concern about the global threat of terrorism and the challenges of ensuring social cohesion in societies
characterised by ethno-cultural diversity. While these issues have manifested in different ways in
immigrant-receiving countries in Europe, North America and in the United Kingdom in many cases public
debates have questioned the limits of multiculturalism and governments have heightened their regulation of
integration, citizenship and immigration. As global migration increases in scale and complexity Australia, like
many countries in the world, will continue to be faced with the challenges of constructively engaging the
policy frameworks it has established in building a multicultural society, while finding innovative approaches
to deal with the increasingly complex nature of contemporary diversity. Introduction From its genesis as a
policy framework to respond to the needs of immigrants, multiculturalism became a concept that articulated
the character of the growing ethno-cultural diversity of society in the latter decades of the twentieth century.
Always contested, multiculturalism and the ethno-cultural diversity that it symbolises have become
increasingly controversial and subject to scrutiny in response to the security and social challenges of the early
twenty-first century. It is largely descriptive and is intended to identify key policy statements and reports
surrounding government policy statements. Part Two of the paper highlights prominent issues in public
debates about multiculturalism and ethno-cultural diversity through a review of relevant literature and media
commentary. The discussion focuses on issues in public debates in the last ten years, becauseâ€”while the
challenges of the past decade may, in many cases, have roots in the policies, practices and issues of previous
decadesâ€”the events and concerns catalysing public debate in the past decade have profoundly changed the
way in which society has engaged with the concept of multiculturalism. Part Two broadens the discussion of
multiculturalism beyond Australia in recognition of the fact that the issues, events, and even rhetoric, that have
animated Australian debates about multiculturalism, particularly in the past ten years, transcend national
borders and have reverberated in various forms in other parts of the world. While there continue to be
significant differences amongst the countries discussed there are also some interesting parallels. As global
migration increases in scale and complexity Australia is one among many nations that are faced with the
challenges of responding effectively and imaginatively to the increasing diversity of contemporary societies.
The Appendices to the paper contain a list of key Australian Government statements and reports, key
Australian multicultural institutions, state and territory government documents and websites, and a list of key
references and resources used in the paper. Background Multiculturalism was a concept and policy devised to
respond to the increasing ethno-cultural diversity of Australian society resulting from mass immigration in the
decades following World War II, and the abandonment of racially restricted immigration policies in the s, in a
way that overcame the limitations of previous approaches of assimilation and integration. Assimilation
policies of the s and s required new arrivals to learn English, adopt Australian cultural practices and become
indistinguishable from the Australian-born population as quickly as possible. By the late s, government policy
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had moved towards a policy of integration, reflecting a greater awareness of the difficulties faced by new
migrants and an acceptance of the possibility that migrants could integrate successfully in Australian society
without losing their national identities completely. Multiculturalism has served a variety of goals over the
years, including, the pursuit of social justice, the recognition of identities and appreciation of diversity, the
integration of migrants, nation-building, and attempts to achieve and maintain social cohesion. From its
inception, multiculturalism has been a contested policy and concept, both in Australia and overseas, with
detractors often criticising it as a divisive policy and a concept that was allegedly lacking in substance and
precision. In the past decade or so, in Australia, as well as a number of prominent immigrant-receiving
countries in North America and Europe, the concept of multiculturalism has come under criticism. In both
public and government arenas, debate on the benefits of integration and assimilation has re-emerged. Public
discourse on the concept and policy of multiculturalism, and ethno-cultural diversity more broadly, have
variously evolved in accordance with the particular historical and political foundations of the countries
referred to in this paper. In the settler societies of Australia, the United States and Canada public discourse on
multiculturalism is mediated by the particular settlement histories of each of those countries. A crucial element
of cultural and race relations in each of those countries is the historical treatment of Indigenous peoples and
their contemporary place and welfare in these societies. As recognised, for example in the Australian context
by the Australian Human Rights Commission AHRC , discussions on multiculturalism must necessarily
include Indigenous Australians and include engagement with issues of reconciliation. While the policy of
multiculturalism was first introduced in Australia at a federal level, Australian state and territory governments
have subsequently developed their own multicultural policy frameworks. A significant proportion of
multicultural policy development and implementation now occurs at the state and territory level and a great
deal of work is also undertaken at the grassroots level, by community organisations and non-government
organisations NGOs. However, it is beyond the scope of the present paper to provide a detailed account of
multicultural policy development and practice in each of the Australian states and territories, and the
proliferation of multicultural initiatives at the grassroots level. Settlement assistance was limited to the
provision of migrant hostels and some language tuition. In our view, an acceptance of the multicultural nature
of Australian society implies that government and established institutions acknowledge the validity of ethnic
cultures and respond in terms of ethnic beliefs, values and customs What we believe Australia should be
working towards is not a oneness, but a unity, not a similarity, but a composite, not a melting pot but a
voluntary bond of dissimilar people sharing a common political and institutional structure. As Prime Minister
Malcolm Fraser explained: We established it in the light of our concern to ensure that the changing needs of
migrants are being met as effectively as possible. We asked the Review to have regard to our Federalism
policy and our objective of supporting the enterprise and dedication of community groups who provide
programs and services to migrants It was for this reason we established the Review. The resulting Galbally
Report, presented to parliament by Malcolm Fraser in April and subsequently seen as a watershed in the
development of multicultural policy, identified multiculturalism as a key concept for the future development
of government immigration policy. The Government agrees with the general conclusions of the Review. It
agrees Australia is at a critical stage in developing a cohesive, united, multicultural nation. It agrees there is a
need to change the direction of its services to migrants and that further steps to encourage multiculturalism are
needed. The Government accepts that it is now essential to give significant further encouragement to develop a
multicultural attitude in Australian society. It will foster the retention of the cultural heritage of different
ethnic groups and promote intercultural understanding. In addition, the Fraser Government established the
Australian Institute of Multicultural Affairs AIMA to engage in and commission research and to advise the
Commonwealth on multicultural issues; extended ethnic radio services and grants to ethnic community
organisations; and established the Special Broadcasting Service SBS. Confusion and mistrust of
multiculturalism, focussing on the suspicion that it drove immigration policy, was very broadly articulated.
Many people, from a variety of occupational and cultural backgrounds, perceived it as divisive. Strategic
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directions for Following a review of the CMA and the implementation of the New Agenda, in , the Howard
Government issued a new policy statement, Multicultural Australia: Updating the New Agenda for
Multicultural Australia: Strategic directions for These actions are especially important given the tragic events
of 11 September in the United States of America and 12 October in Bali and the changed global environment
in which we live. Supporting Australian Muslims to become more integrated and connected with the rest of
the community, particularly in terms of jobs, educational attainment, and participation in community
activities, is an important aspect of preventing extremism and violent ideologies gaining influence in
Australia. Under the policy, subject to the law, all Australians have the right to express their own culture and
beliefs and have a reciprocal obligation to respect the right of others to do the same Government funding for
settlement services recognises the need for specific programmes, based on the principles of self-reliance and
participation. Opposition leader, Kim Beazley, stated: Integration and multiculturalism must be recognised
when we develop education and health policies, policies for the disabled, for the ageing, for workers, for
children, and for mums and dads. And citizenship policies should reach all of us, not just migrants. Progress
and Next Steps and the Global Skills for Victoria skilled migration strategy.
Chapter 6 : Multiculturalism and Education - Childhood Studies - Oxford Bibliographies
Encuentra Multiculturalism and the Foundations of Meaningful Life: Reconciling Autonomy, Identity, and Community:
Reconciling Automony, Identity, and Community de Andrew M. Robinson (ISBN: ) en Amazon.

Chapter 7 : theories of multiculturalism | Download eBook PDF/EPUB
brand new, Multiculturalism and the Foundations of Meaningful Life: Reconciling Automony, Identity, and Community,
Andrew M. Robinson, Theories of liberal multiculturalism seek to reconcile particular cultural rights with universal liberal
principles. Some privilege individual autonomy; others emphasize communal identity.
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